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ASI cuts to stem
from defeat of fee
increase initiative
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By Kim Holweger
Staff Writer
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Designer and builder David Peck displays his bench press with exercise instructor Fred Harvey.

Handicapped benefit from project
By Carolyn Duvall
Staff Writer

Some senior projects are long research papers
that few people will ever read. Others, such as a
new bench press for paraplegics, are designed to
be used.
David Peck is an engineering technology senior
who decided to make a useful machine for his
senior project. He was referred to the Friendship
School for the handicapped and was told a new
bench press was needed. The old model the stu
dents were using was extremely dangerous

because it had a narrow, flat bench and free
weights.
Peck had to build a safe press with a wider
bench, an adjustable back that tilts up to 45
degrees and no free weights. The bottom of the
bench also had to adjust so people without the use
of their legs could balance in the seat and use their
arms effectively.
Peck designed the machine to work on a fulcrum
theory: as the pin holding the weights moves
closer to the person, the load is increased. It’s
See PROJECT, page 3

The failure of the proposed fee
increase last week will result in
extensive cuts in several areas of
the ASI budget for the next
fiscal year.
Clubs requesting subsidies will
suffer a 20 percent cut in their
budgets for the 1988-1989 aca
demic year.
Andy Higgins, ASI controller,
said the budgeting process began
in the fall, when the finance
committee started budget calls.
Clubs received information on
how their individual budgets
should be presented, including
advice on progress statements
and goals for the club. The
finished packets were then sub
mitted to the finance committee
at the end of January, and
budget hearings were scheduled
so that presentations could be
made orally.
Each club was asked to submit
two budgets — one at 100 per
cent base budget that assumed
passage of the fee increase, and
one at 80 percent base budget,
which assumed failure. A base
budget encompasses only the
subsidy asked of ASI.
A 100 percent base budget
means each club had the right to
ask for the same amount of fun
ding supplied under the current
budget. Under the 80 percent,
now the prop)osed budget for
next year, clubs can only ask for
80 percent of the funds they re
quested last year.
Certain areas are immune to
the 20 percent cut, said Higgins.
These include insurance and
telephone costs and salary areas.
The 80 percent base budgets
that were submitted again went
under the scalpel of the finance
committee Monday night. An
accounting error of close to
$15,000 in the proposed budget
was discovered, but will be
covered by dropping the cost of

living increase given to ASI
employees. Cutting the increase
from 5 percent to 3 percent will
save almost $15,000, said Hig
gins, and was found to be com
parable to salaries at the state
level.
Under the proposed budget,
however, $570,000 in ASI income
will not cover the $584,492 in
expenses, so there remains a def
icit of $14,492. The finance
committee made some changes in
the budget Monday, which will
be presented to the Student
Senate in final form tonight for
approval.
First, funding to the ASI
Tutorial Center will be cut by
$3,858. The center asked for
about $20,000, but the sum was
dropped to $15,000 due to a
five-year phase-out plan propos
ed by ASI President Kevin
Swanson which will cut $5,000 a
year. The finance committee then
took 80 percent of that total, and
subtracted the sum of $3,858,
resulting in funding of slightly
more than $7,000 for the center.
Additionally, an ASI con
tingency account was completely
eliminated from the budget,
which will save at least $4,000.
The account was kept to cover
any emergency funding' clubs
might request during the year.
A general fund used for
replacement of vehicles which are
rented out by ASI to various
clubs was allotted no money for
next year for a savings of $1,000,
said Higgins.
The largest source of funding
to help balance the budget will
come from next year’s Poly
Royal, however. Higgins said the
weekend is usually a break-even
event for ASI. The body general
ly provides the publicity, in
surance and administrative ser
vices for Poly Royal, and asks for
a 20 percent share of the profits
as a fee. Under the contract ASI
See BUDGET, back page

Poly Canyon is favored site

Design Village moves back
IN Q U O T E S

By Jenny Lampman
Staff Writer

Design Village, the four-day architectural design conference, will
return to Poly Canyon after a three-year departure from that tradi
tional location.
“ A lot of people have asked what’s going on in the canyon and
there hasn’t been anything there. I guess you call it popular de
mand,” said Jonathan McMurtry, a fourth-year architecture student.
Last year’s competition was held near the rose garden, the area
between the Business Administration and Education Building and
the railroad tracks.

See DESIGN, page 11

Cal Poly students learn
to make and market a
wide assortment of
foods while earning
money and units. See
PULSE, page 5.
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When I play with my cat, who knows but that she
regards me more as a plaything than I do her?
— Montaigne
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Tim e fo r offshore drilling is now
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Cal P o ly pride
With Poly Royal just a day away, a sense of excitement
already abounds. For many, it is a time to escape the
drudgery of schoolwork and head for a party instead; for
others, it is a time to chauffer parents around and point out
San Luis Obispo’s many attractions. Meanwhile, hundreds
more will be manning the countless booths and displays on
campus.
But no matter what students, faculty and staff do. Poly
Royal seems to bring out the best in them — just as it
should. Poly Royal is Cal Poly’s showcase event, a chance
to display the university’s excellence. And the show is not
only for parents and friends. Alumni come to see how Cal
Poly has changed and
prospective studentscome to see
what they may be getting themselves into.
Months and months of planning go into Poly Royal.
Some people sacrifice their grades and social life to ensure
that the weekend is a success. From the largest school to
the smallest club, students, faculty and staff work to make
sure nothing is left to chance.
But all the work pays off: Poly Royal is not only one of
the nation’s largest college open houses, it is also one of the
nation’s best. Even a fire — like last year’s blaze that
engulfed
Engineering West — cannot
dampen the
festivities.
After the last of this weekend’s 100,000 visitors steps off
the campus and leaves town, pat yourself on the back and
breathe a sigh of relief — or disgust — that Poly Royal on
ly comes once a year. Meanwhile, take satisfaction in
knowing that you have helped to maintain Cal Poly’s rep
utation of excellence.

Recently, we have seen a lot of
grandstanding by certain elected
officials hoping to bring atten
tion to themselves under the
guise of protecting the environ
ment. They paint themselves as
“ gallant warriors in the fight
against offshore oil.”
By all rights, we must protect
our environment, not only locally
but everywhere. We should
strive to protect our air, water,
land and other natural resources
so vital to our well-being and
lives.
U nfortunately,
many
necessities of our lifestyles re
quire compromises and trade-offs
with respect to our environment.
Our housing needs require
land. Our sanitation and waste
systems produce water and
chemical impacts. Our schools,
cities, homes and transportation
require energy, and they also
impact our environment.
Our lifestyles require an enor
mous supply of energy, much
more than can be supplied by the
e n v iro n m e n ta lly -p re fe rre d
methods of wind, hydro and solar
generation. In fact, the bulk of
the world’s energy comes from
some form of fossil fuel, primari
ly coal, natural gas and oil. These
reserves are where we find them.
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Frankie Houck
not necessarily where we would
like to find them. Because of our
dependency on these fuels, we
must seriously consider develop
ing all available reserves
wherever they may be found.
California alone is the third
largest user of oil. Only the
Soviet Union and the United
States as a whole use more. Both
the state and the nation are net
importers. The United States is
about 40-percent dependent on
imported oil, most of which
comes from the unstable Middle
East. If we continue to use oil at
our current rate, we will be more
than 50-percent dependent by the
early 1990s and 60-percent
dependent by 2000. That’s less
than 14 years away.
A common argument is “ Let’s
use their oil now and save ours
for later.” To that, the responsi
ble answer is fine, but let’s make
iure ours is there and ready to
use when we need it. It takes 10
to 15 years to bring an oil

Since we have no assurances
that other sources will be avail
able then, we must continue to
explore and develop. The respon
sible position is to continue con
servation methods, seek alter
native energy sources and con
tinue to explore and develop our
domestic reserves, both onshore
and offshore.
The o^'fshore issue has become
increasingly political. Unfortu
nately, the emphasis has been on
emotional reasons for and
against, and not, as it should be,
on the technical, environmental
and economic reasons. The fear
of oil spills is simply not sup
ported by technology and fact.
Since 1970, California’s offshore
platforms have averaged 80,000
barrels per day, and there have
been less than 210 barrels spilled
in that same period.
We have the technology, we
have the environmental safe
guards and the need for energy is
indisputable. The time is now to
begin developing California’s off
shore oil reserves.

letters to the editor
World’s turmoil brings
on apathetic behavior
Editor — I couldn’t agree more
with Mustang Daily’s editorial that
chastised students for their apathy
concerning ASI elections and other
issues. However, I must admit that
although I voted in the ASI election,
I consider myself one of those apa
thetic students.
Before the Daily’s editorial staff
casually attributes students’ lack of
concern to mere laziness, I think it
should ask the important question,
“Why don’t so many students
care?” Judging by the academic
excellence of most Cal Poly stu
dents — excellence certainly not
achieved by indolence — I think
there is another, more fundamental
reason for apathy.
I think a feeling of disillusionment
with institutions has eroded stu-

M u s t a n g D a il y

FROM THE
RIGHT

discovery from initial exploration
to commercial production. That
means the oil fields developing
today won’t be available until the
turn of the century.

dents’ faith in them. Look at just a
few events that are bound to shake
one’s faith: the space shuttle blows
up, an elite U.S. group conducts
secret arms deals with Iran and
funds are misused in last year’s ASI
election.
Considering these and many
other disturbing events that only
serve to betray the people’s faith, it
isn’t surprising that a feeling of
powerlessness and futility should
be expressed as apathy, that stag
nant lack of response of the silent
majority.
I’m not justifying that apathy, but
rather trying to understand its
cause. I and others should try to
become better informed with every
day issues and realize we still have
the power to change things. But I
say SHOULD; it’s so hard to actually
do so sometimes.
STEVE DE ROSA

BLOOM COUNTY

Cartoon meant to be
funny, not offensive
Editor — In response to the letter
from Monica Borucki regarding
Grant Shaffer’s comic strip last
Tuesday, I think it’s a horrible
tragedy that with so many dif
ficulties and pressures facing us
today, some people find personal
offense in a comic strip.
Comic strips are intended to
make us laugh at some of society’s
ideosyncrasies. Furthermore, the
comic strip seemed to deal more
with the fad of wearing sweatshirts,
rather than eating disorders or
metabolic rates.
As someone once said, “Laugh
and the world laughs with you, cry
and you cry alone!”
RENEECRYAN
JULIE CORRIGAN

by Berke Breathed
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Newsbriefs
W ednesday, A p r il AS, 1987
W W II criminal may face death
MOSCOW (AP) — Karl Linnas, who lost his eight-year battle
against deportation from the United States, was delivered to
the Soviet Union on Tuesday where he may face a firing squad
on charges of killing thousands of prisoners in a Nazi death
camp.
The 67-yeai-old Linnas was flown from New York to
Czechoslovakia and handed over to the Soviets. The official
Soviet news agency Tass said he was put on a flight and taken
to Tallinn, capital of his native Estonia.
A handcuffed Linnas struggled with U.S. officials Monday
night when he was put aboard a Czichoslovak airliner at Ken
nedy International Airport. He shouted that police were carry
ing out a “ murder and kidnapping” by sending him to the
Soviet Union where he has been sentenced to death.
When the plane landed in Prague on Tuesday he was
transferred to a Soviet plane for the flight to Soviet Estonia.
Linnas directed a Nazi concentration camp in the Estonian
city of Tartu during the early years of World War II and is ac
cused of involvement in the execution of thousands of people,
mostly Jewish women and children.
Tass said, “ He staged and conducted mass executions of
Soviet citizens and personally took part in them.” Tass said
more than 12,000 people died at Tartu.

Minor quake shakes San Jose
SAN JOSE (AP) — A minor earthquake shook some areas
east of San Francisco Bay on Tuesday, but officials said there
were no reports of injuries or property damage.
The U.S. Geological Survey station in Menlo Park said the
8:47 a.m. quake had a preliminary magnitude of 3.5 on the
Richter scale. USGS spokeswoman Edna King said the quake’s
epicenter was eight miles northeast of San Jose on the
Calaveras Fault near Calaveras Reservoir.
Police in Livermore, the nearest city to the epicenter, said
they had received no calls from residents alarmed by the
temblor.
“ It must have been awfully minor because nobody really felt
it,” said a dispatcher at the Santa Clara County sheriff’s
department.

Senate upholds school aid veto
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov.
George Deukmejian’s veto of a
$76.2 million school aid bill that
he labeled a hoax was upheld
Monday by the Senate, despite
Democrats’ warnings that the
veto would hurt both rural and
urban schools.
An attempt to overturn the
veto fell three votes short of the
needed two-thirds majority on a
24-12 roll call, after Republicans
accused Democrats of “ governor
bashing” and Democrats said
R epublicans
were
putting
Deukmejian’s prestige over the
needs of students.

“ We should worry a little less
about Deukmejian bashing and a
little more about kid bashing,”
said Senate Majority Leader
Barry Keene (D-Vallejo).
Keene, author of the vetoed
bill, said he might seek a second
vote in May, after revised state
revenue figures are issued, “ if it
looks like we can break
Republican ranks.” The override
would also need support from the
Assembly to take effect.
Keene’s bill, SB137, would
restore money that Deukmejian
vetoed last year. The funds
would go to community colleges.

urban school districts with large
populations of poor people and
rural districts with student
transportation problems.
Deukmejian wants the money
to come from a public employee
pension fund reserve, but public
employee groups and Senate
Democrats balked at that idea.
In his veto message, the
Republican
governor
called
Keene’s bill a “ hoax” because it
did not “ provide a specific fun
ding source.” He claimed the
Senate’s Democratic majority
had broken an agreement to tap
the pension fund.

built it during Christmas break,”
said Peck.
Fred Harvey, corrective exer
cise instructor at the school and
assistant coach for women’s
track and field at Cal Poly, said
that six to 10 people use the
machine in three classes daily.
“ We really like this machine
because it’s safe and not in
timidating to people — they
don’t have to be afraid of
weights falling on their heads,”
Harvey said. “ The machine is
very smooth to balance for them.
Lots of the people here don’t
have the fine motor skills needed
to balance the weights (on a
traditional bench press).”
The bench press develops up
per body strength in the triceps,
laterals, and pectoral muscles.

Harvey said this type of exercise
“ helps develop great upper body
mobility — people in wheelchairs
need it to get around.”
The bench press provides 100
pounds at its maximum weight.
This is provided by two weight
blocks on either side totaling 175
pounds.
“ I hope Dave decides to design
other units like this,” said
Harvey. “ There’s a real need and
demand for equipment of this
type, but there aren’t a lot of de
signers out there.”
Peck said he liked doing the
actual work on the machine, but
didn’t like the paperwork that
went along with it as a senior
project. “ I still had to do a 75page report on it.”

PR O JEC T
From page 1
easier to work on Peck’s machine
because the only friction is
created at a hinge at the top —
no cables are needed as they are
on a conventional bench press
machine.
“ I knew what they needed and
I did it,” said Peck. “ The
fulcrum idea just came to me as a
result of brainstorming.”
Ron Pang, another engineering
technology senior, built the
bench seat for the machine. With
the special inclined seat, different
muscles can be worked.
The machine cost about $550
to build; the Friendship School
paid $400 because that was the
initial cost estimate.
“ It took about seven days to
build working nine hours a day. I

On The 8th Day There Was
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HAIRCUTTING
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SPECIAL

Susan Barrett has ten years ex
perience and guarantees her
work. So take a moment and
make an appointment with
Susan: 544-1174
Good Thru August
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LaRouche headquarters busted

Plants for sale

LEESBURG, Va. (AP) — Fed
eral agents, acting under orders
of a federal bankruptcy judge,
seized the headquarters of
political extremist Lyndon H.
LaRouche on Tuesday and took
control of three companies tied to
him.
U.S. marshals and FBI agents
also seized control of many of the
LaRouche companies’ offices
around the country, including
those in Houston; Quincy, Mass.;
Washington, D.C., and Palisades
Park, N.J., said U.S. Attorney
Henry Hudson.
A rare maneuver under federal
involuntary bankruptcy laws, the
move was aimed at collecting
part of the more than $21 million
in contempt-of-court fines levied

against LaRouche-related groups
by a federal judge in Boston.
Questioned about whether ac
tion would be taken against
LaRouche
himself,
Hudson
replied: “ I’m going to decline to
comment on that at this time.’’
LaRouche left the country last
December, and investigators be
lieve he is in West Germany.
The government filed petitions
seeking to place the companies in
involuntary bankruptcy under
C hapter 7 of the federal
bankruptcy code. The companies
publish and distribute material
for the LaRouche organization
and conduct fund-raising activi
ties.
A U.S. bankruptcy judge in
Alexandria, Va., signed an order

under seal after a closed hearing
on Monday that directed the
seizure of assets and property
and the appointment of interim
trustees for each company.
Hudson said the LaRouche
companies have 20 days to res
pond and to seek a hearing in
federal bankrupcy court. He said
individuals who want to collect
debts from the LaRouche com
panies can ask the court to join
the government as creditors.
“ Why has my office decided to
pursue this somewhat extraor
dinary remedy?’’ Hudson said.
“ In our view, this is the only
vehicle we have to make sure
that these citizens are properly
paid and that the United States’
debts are properly collected.’’

Suprem e C ourt gives states m ore power

DOUG NASCHKE/Mustang Daily

Plants wait to be unloaded for sale in the University Union.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today gave states
considerable power to regulate
hostile corporate takeovers.
By a 6-3 vote, the justices said
an Indiana law placing restraints
on tender offers does not in
terfere with interstate commerce.
“ To the limited extent that the
(Indiana) act affects interstate
commerce, this is justified by the
state’s interests in defining the
attributes of shares in its cor
porations and in protecting
shareholders,’’ said Justice Lewis
F. Powell. “ Congress has never
questioned the need for state
regulation of these matters.’’
The court ruled in favor of CTS

Corp. of Elkhart, Ind., in its bid
to ward off a takeover attempt
by Dynamics Corporation of
America, based in Connecticut,
Dynamics already owned 9.6
percent of CTS common stock
when it made a tender offer in
March 1986 for a million shares,
which would bring its holdings to
27,5 percent.
A new Indiana law imposed a
50-day delay on such tender of
fers and made it more difficult
for takeovers to succeed by
allowing shareholders to vote as
a group to block the merger.
The law also made the target
company less inviting because
the acquiring company could end

up with non-voting shares in the
target company, thereby thwar
ting the purpose of its offer.
The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals placed the acquiring
company and a corporation’s
managers on equal footing.
“ By allowing shareholders to
vote as a group, the act protects
them from the coercive aspects
of some tender offers,’’ Powell
said. “ The act allows sharehold
ers to evaluate the fairness of the
offer collectively.’’
Powell also rejected arguments
that Indiana’s law should be
struck down because states have
no authority to protect non-resi
dent shareholders.

Furnished 2-Bedroom IV 2 Bath Townhouses
A v a ila b le fro m ....... $175/mo per person ($160)*

ALL WITH MICROWAVE OVENS FOR FALL ’87
• The Closest Housing to Campus
• 5 Modern Laundry Facilities
• Private Park & BBQ Area Unique to Mustang Village

• Group Meeting/Study Rooms
• Convenience Market on site for Fall ’87

• 12 month discounted lease rate
Open: MorwSat8-6
Sun 10-5

M lfflA N G V l l X y ^ E'
ONE MUSTANG DR.

543-4950
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Cal Poly Products
Cal Poly*s hands-on motto is put to the test
in the food science and nutrition department
as students learn to make and market
everything from milk to olallieberry jam
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By Dawn J. Jackson, Staff Writer
ehind the Campus Store is an area
that many don’t know exists. It’s
one where Cal Poly’s hands-on ap
proach is taken to heart.

B

It’s in food processing labs behind
the store that unique products are
formed — Cal Poly Products.
The list of Cal Poly Products, which are carried
in the Campus Store and in some local food stores
is long and varied. With just a quick glance around
the Campus Store, shoppers find jellies and jams,
apricot nectar, catsup, barbeque sauce, applesauce,
cranberry sauce, summer sausage, beef jerky and
salsa, to name a few.
The products available change with the seasons,
but all have one thing in common: They are all
made on campus, by students in the food science
department.
Actually, “ made” may be too slight a word to
describe this activity. It takes much time and ef
fort for a Cal Poly Product to arrive on the shelf.
The food science and nutrition department has
two pilot food processing plants; both are small-

scale versions of
commercial plants.
The non-meat plant
is equipped with
complete facilities
to produce canned,
frozen, dehydrated
and concentrated
M il
in
fruit, vegetable and
cereal products.
The meat plant
has facilities for the
complete process
ing of meat, including slaughtering, cutting, cur
ing, smoking and sausage manufacturing.
All Cal Poly Products are produced in these two
plants. They come from three different sources:
classroom lab work, enterprise projects and food
science club activities.
In lab classes students learn how to operate the
equipment in the pilot plants. As they learn, they
use the equipment to process food, said associate
professor Joseph Montecalvo, head of the food

*
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Ann Lacher pours a can of applesauce into baby cakes batter.
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science department.
“ It’s much more interesting to learn a processing
technique by using the machinery than by just
watching or reading about it,” Montecalvo said.
“ And the students get to see the result of their
work; it’s on a shelf in the Campus Store. We take
the hands-on approach to learning one step further.
Our students have to get their hands dirty,”
The enterprise project is another way a Cal Poly
Product comes into being. It’s a way for students
to utilize their lab experience, make money and
earn college credits, all at the same time.
“ It’s neat because we get to further use the
machinery we learn about in class. We learn more
with every project,” said Julianne Bates, a senior
food science major.
The Cal Poly Foundation funds the projects and
get one-third of the net profit in return. This
money is used to pay for the Foundation’s book
keeping expenses, the use of the labs and the fun
ding of future enterprise projects. The students
keep the rest of the profit.
“ The enterprise project is great because it gives
students an educational challenge. The more
well-managed the project is, the greater the profit
will be,” Montecalvo said.
The enterprise projects cannot be substituted for
senior projects, although the idea for the popular
Sabrosa Salsa originated from a senior project.
In a typical enterprise project, a group of stu
dents get together outside of the classroom and
decide to produce, for example, grape jelly. The
students research the processing characteristics of
the jelly, find out its shelf life, decide on the ingre
dients, price them and calculate the anticipated
recovery percentage (the percentage difference be
tween how much is put in and how much is pro
duced). They decide on the best packaging
methods, price them, design a label and create a
marketing strategy.
Next they make a budget for their project, fill
out reports and submit the plan to the Foundation
for funding.
“ We give the Foundation a list of ingredients we
will need, how much we need of it and when we will
need it. They take care of the purchasing for us,”
said Myron Austin, a senior food science major,
Montecalvo said having to plan a project such as
this is great preparation for the future.
“ The making of a product is not all working with
food,” he said, “ They have to do all of the paper
work, just like they will when they are working in
the industry.”
The next step is making the product. This part is
one of the shortest in the project. A batch of grape
jelly (700 jars) can be made on a Saturday morning,
Austin said.
Problems can, and do, arise in the production
process. Because of the nature of the product, as
food is usually perishable, these problems have to
be solved immediately.
“ Once we were in the middle of packaging jam
and we ran out of lids. We had to freeze the jam
and keep it until we could get some more,” Bates
See PRODUCTS, page 7
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Soviet proposal looks good, Safety a Royal priority this year
but Congress urges caution By Dianna Callesen
altered their displays as a result Flowers, representative for that
W ASHINGTON
(AP)
—
President Reagan said Tuesday
the Soviet Union is giving “ every
appearance of wanting to move
ahead”
on an agreem ent
e lim in a tin g
m e d iu m -ra n g e
missiles in Europe, but congres
sional leaders urged the ad
ministration to move cautiously.
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., warned that
Soviet leader Mikhail Gor
bachev’s latest proposal ‘‘is
cosmetically attractive but, at
bottom, works against the cohe
sion and steadfastness of the
Atlantic alliance.”
Republican leaders of the
House and Senate were sum
moned to the White House and

joined Reagan in the Cabinet
Room, where Secretary of State
George P. Shultz talked for near
ly an hour about his arms
discussions in Moscow last week.
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., said it was too ear
ly to tell if there was broad-based
support for Gorbachev’s pro
posal.
“ 1 know that some senators
have already contacted me, wan
ting to see Shultz, want to go in
to detail about precisely what
happened,” Dole said later.
“ Everybody, I think, is ex
pressing some reservation, at the
same time expressing cautious
optimism — whatever that
means.” Dole added.

“ V is io n
W ith C a r e .”
You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.
• Member of the American
Optometrie Association
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center
• Specializing in Contact
Lenses
• All Lens Types Available,
Including Sleep-In and
Tinted

• All Cases Accepted
Regardless of
Difficulty
• Selection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyeware
• Affordable Fees

staff Writer

Safety procedures for exhibits
and concession stands at Poly
Royal will be strictly followed as
a result of the fire in Engineering
West last year.
“ I think the fire has caused
everyone to realize the danger in
being lax on safety procedures,”
said Pam Oleson, publicist for
Poly Royal.
This year all participants must
have two people monitoring their
displays at all times. To be sure
there are people manning the ex
hibits, the Poly Royal Board has
formed a risk management team,
made up of a Poly Royal Board
member, an administrator and a
Public Safety official, to check
booths throughout the weekend.
There will also be additional
wiring set up outside to keep in
side circuits from overloading
and possibly shorting out, said
Poly Royal superintendent John
Bird. Som e d e p a rtm e n ts have

flames this year.
“ We had to cut out lighting
hydrogen balloons on fire during
our magic show and we cannot
do any flame tests,” said
Dwayne Bell, Poly Royal repre
sentative for the chemistry
department.
The electronic and electrical
engineering department will use
lower voltages in their diplays.
“ Most of the exhibits will be run
off of batteries,” explained John

THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE BEST DEAL!
Houses - Apartments - Rooms
Hundreds of rentals - New vacancies every day.

3-M ONTH SUBSCRIPTION - $35
(Hurry, bring this a d for extenion. O ffer expires soon.)
Subscribe n o w a n d re ce ive free extension to Sept. 15
SERVING STUDENTS SINCE 1979

543-4777

• Student Discounts

Participants must
have two people
monitoring displays

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street ’
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

of the increased emphasis on
safety.
The chemistry department,
which has always been strict
about safety because of “ nasty
things in the labs,” has become
stricter. There will be no open

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER
756 S anta Rosa, SLO (c o m e r of P each )

543-0321

department.
This year’s participants have
been cooperative with the safety
regulations. “ I don’t think any
one wants another building to
burn down,” said Oleson.
“ Having two monitors is a
good idea, not just because of
safety, but also because it in
creases
participation,”
said
Flowers. “ If people see students
there, they are forced to be a lit
tle more social,”
The fire has had no effect on
Poly Royal insurance rates, said
Poly Royal Board treasurer Kurt
Kroner. The rates, which were
$11,000 rather than the $7,000
budgeted for this year, are higher
because of nationwide trends.
“ The building was not insured by
the Poly Royal Board. It really
didn’t have anything to do with
us,” explained Kroner.
The extra $4,000 needed to
cover insurance costs will be
taken from club profits, said
Kroner. “ We are allowed to take
up to 40 percent from the clubs.
In the past we have only taken
about 20 percent, but this year
we have to take more.”
Kroner said he has not received
any response from clubs about
this increase.
“ Next year we will be looking
into different ways of funding.
Businesses in the area may be
willing to donate money,” he
said. Local businesses donatea
about $2,200 this year for a tent
to cover the carnival.

“Get Ready For A
Care Free Summer”
Haircuts.... $7.00
Perms........$25.00
Highlighting.$25.00
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Complete works of many Famous authors
......
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PRO D U CTS
From page 5

.said. “ Problems always come up.
You just have to know how to
handle them.’’
These student projects go
through the same qu ality
scrutiny as does any commercial
product. “ We do every test to
e n s u re
q u a lity ,”
said
Montecalvo, who is a licensed
food sanitation officer. “ We’re
very concerned about sanitation
and we ensure that by having a
spotless facility. We don’t go
light on soap and water.’’
When the product is finished,
the students sell it to the Cam
pus Store, and sometimes to local
merchants.

amount that we do now, but we
can’t produce it fast enough.”
Olallieberry jam is produced by
the food science club and it is its
major fund-raiser. This is the
third way that Cal Poly Products
are made.

ReeboH

^

REEBOK WOMEN'S
PRINCESS

“ The managers of the Campus
Store are always encouraging us
to come up with new products,”
Austin said. “ They’re always
asking us to make more.”
“ We can’t supply the store
with enough olallieberry jam.
People come from as far away as
Los Angeles and San Francisco
to buy it,” Montecalvo said. “ We
could easily sell double the

EXTRA
SAVIN6S
CUP THESE COUPONSI
USE EACH COUPON TO SAVE ON

ANY REGULAR OR
SALE-PRICED ITEM
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R IIB O K CLUB
CHAMPION
— S-S state-o f

Copeland'S sports

Montecalvo said the depart
ment has never had a product
since he came here in September
1983 that hasn’t generated a
profit.

REEBOK PHASE I
NYLON
Breathable nylon &

White with
grey trim

The club also produces gift
packs, which consist of the jam,
orange marmalade and apple
butter. With these two products
and the production of a few
others, the club makes about
$2,000 annually. Some of this
money is used to fund scholar
ships and send members to na
tional meetings.

“ Because they are doing a job
similar to what they will be doing
“ The Campus Store gets first in the commercial industry, they
priority on anything m ade,’’ will be able to make an im
Montecalvo ^aid. “ It’s harder to mediate contribution to their
sell to outside retailers because employers,” Montecalvo said.
they want to be assured of a “ Right now we’re inundated with
steady supply. We can’t always companies wanting our students.
promise that.”
This unique experience puls
them head and shoulders above
When all of the product is sold the rest.”
from the store, the net profit is
calculated. The students divide
their share of the profit and get
two units of credit each. The
average pro ject lasts one
quarter.
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Wordsworth's Prelude vs. Honda'i Prelude:
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no hurt on earth that is beyond heavenly help *
How does this simple, poignant, powerful th o u ^ t relate to
the Inherent tension evident In the contrast between Wordsworth's
immortal T íu ñ v iu d »
Poem vs Cer Student Preferences
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(and better racog*
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Tb get ahead in college, it helps if
you choose a brilliant roommate. Like a
Macintosh'personal computer. And now
there are two models to choose fiom.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
with one800K disk drive and a M m ^ byte of memory(expandable to four).
And the new Macintosh SE. Which

comes with either two built-in 800K
drives, or one drive and an internal
20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a
choice of two new keyboards.
Inside, the SE also has an expan
sion slot, so you can add a card that lets
you share information over a campus
wide network. Or another card that

ElCbnol

lets you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose,
you can use the latest, most advanced
software. And that means you’ll be able
to work faster, better and smarter.
No two vi^ys about it.
SK
T h e p o w e r to b e y o u r b e st

Bookstoie
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‘First tourist’ to Vietnam gets mixed reaction
ietnam has been a very dif
ficult place to visit since the
war. But one Cal Poly
graduate recently became one of
the first Americans allowed into
Vietnam as a tourist.
History graduate Brad Flom
received mixed reactions from
the Vietnamese people during his
visit.
A small boy saluted him;
another slapped his leg. One
woman “ jokingly” wielded a
knife behind him. A curator of
one of the war museums proudly
showed him the original tank
th at crashed through
the
presidential palace — then when
he discovered Flom’s nationality,
coldly left the room.
Vietnam is a controversial
country and topic. Many people
have their own opinions of what
the country is like after the
United States’ involvement in
the war.
But Flom managed to gain ac
cess to the country and was able
to dispel some of his own
misconceptions about Vietnam
and its people.
Flom has been giving pres
entations and slide shows at Cal
Poly on America’s responsibility
to veterans and the country of
Vietnam, and hopes to give a

V

Poly grad returns with new ideas about the country
By C arolyn Duvall, Staff Writer
presentation at UCLA.
Flom graduated from Cal Poly
in March 1986 with a history
degree and almost enough units
for a degree in accounting. After

‘We can’t treat
the Vietnamese as
racially inferior’
graduation, he decided to travel
the world and see Europe and
Southeast Asia, even though he
thought it would be impossible
for him to get into Vietnam as an
American.
As it turned out, he was almost
correct, but one travel agency
had been able to get a few small
groups into the country, al
though they were usually groups
of veterans or journalists.
The people at the travel agency
said Flom “ was the first Ameri
can to get into the country as a

tourist.”
The first thing Flom saw was a
war crimes museum where the
government had put up a lot of
communist
propaganda
and
showed pictures of the horrors
committed by Americans during
the war.
“ When 1 first met my (native)
guide 1 couldn’t look her in the
eye because 1 felt ashamed and
also angry because the photos
were all propaganda and that’s
what all the schoolchildren were
seeing,” said Flom,
“ 1 went there with a lot of
misconceptions of what the
country would be like. I thought
it would all be burned out —
which it isn’t. Some areas still
are, but it’s not a graveyard,” he
said. “ The Vietnamese were
smiling in the streets — 1 never
thought I’d see that. I also saw a
lot of people vacationing in
Dalat, which is similar to the
French Alps, It’s a very beautiful
area.”
The most important thing that
Flom learned was that “ even

Look for MUSTANG DAILY’S special Poly
Royal issue on campus throughout Poly Royal
weekend — it’s a keeper.

though our government tells us
that communism is bad, people
are people everywhere, and we all
had our parents yelling at us
when we were 10 years old.”
His trip gave him a feeling of
responsibility to the Vietnamese
because he was an American in
their land,
“ 1 don’t want people to think
that I’m especially pro-Viet
namese,” Flom said, “ but 1 feel
that we have an obligation to
these people. I want to get the

‘I feel that we
have an obligation
to these people’
message across that we have to
open up the door and reach out
and take care of our own
veterans, but we also have to
help the Vietnamese people
because we’re (the United States)

the cause of a lot of destruction
over there. We can’t treat the
Vietnamese as racially inferior
and we have to help them get
money back into their economy.
“ There’s a lot of apathy here at
Cal Poly, including myself when
1 was a student,” he continued.
“ 1 think the university has to
reach out of that apathy. The
war caused such a division in our
country, but it’s time San Luis
Obispo did something to raise
their own awareness on this
issue.
“ I’m not into protesting — 1
don’t think it’s a viable way to
get things done, but 1 do think 1
can do some minor consciousness
raising. 1 hope to show people
what Vietnam is like today,”
Flom said.
He said that part of the pro
blem is that Americans don’t be
lieve they could do such horrible
things over there. “ We have to
first see within ourselves that
Americans are capable of doing
these things. War is war and
that’s the bottom line,” he said.
Flom said that in the future
he’d like to lead tours back to
Vietnam. “ It won’t be easy, but 1
had a good bond with my guide
and that gives me a foot in the
door.”
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Wearing two hats and holding down the fort
Through the controversy, Lorraine Howard
is keeping the administrative gears turning
By Floyd Jones
staff Writer

/i

ki

If you ask Lorraine Howard
how things are going in her new
job as interim dean of student
affairs, she’ll say everything’s
going just fine — with a sigh and
a semi-exhausted smile.
The sigh is for the amount of
work with which she has been
instantly bestowed. After former
Dean of Student Affairs Russ
Brown resigned his post on
March 19, Howard was asked to
fill in until a new dean is hired.
She has also had to keep up with
her duties as associate dean of
student affairs.
The smile is sincere. Although
her hectic schedule of “ wearing
two hats’’ has put her not in a
different, but in a larger frame of
mind, she has every intention of
holding her purpose and role in
the adm inistration right on
track.
This unsung woman has laid
much of the groundwork for Cal
Poly. She came in as dean of
women in 1964 and immediately
began shaping things.
She
started the first Panhellenic
league on campus, set up the
Mortar Board, a senior honor
■ÿU-i
society that used to be called
Tassels, wove scholarships and
loans into financial aid, and
MICHAEL SEAMANfMustang Dally wrote the proposal for the work/
study program and helped
push-start it. Her title changed
to associate dean of students five
years ago when Brown gave her a
few more administrative duties.
She was also the first woman
accepted to the doctorate pro
gram at Oregon State University
— the state in which she grew up
as a cattle rancher’s daughter —
981 FOOTHILL
and was the first woman allowed
S.L.O.
into the California Men’s Colony,
where she successfully taught
classes to the inmates.
Howard is a pioneer in almost
every sense of the word. She
^
Ci
7,': would have even been the perfect
mother to Adam, Hoss, and Lit-
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‘I like to look
at myself as a
facilitator who
gets the job done.’
— Lorraine Howard
open dean position. She’s found
her niche and she’s happy there.
Now, with more of a staff
under her, she’ll have more op
portunity to do what she likes
best — trying to maximize the
talents both of the administra
tion and of students.
Working with the administra
tion may be easier for her than
working with students. She’s no
stranger to anyone “ up on the
hill’’ after 23 years there.
But during most of that time
she has kept a low public profile.
She wasn’t the one carrying a
lunch tray through the Dining
Hall to sit and chat with stu
dents; that was Russ Brown.
Neither did she sit on the Foun

dation Board of Directors and
become recognized as a divest
ment proponent. Again, it was
Russ Brown. Howard has been
the quiet director standing off in
the wings and out of the
limelight.
Now she may be pulled onstage
after Brown’s departure from the
campus. A lot of students who
knew Brown or knew of him were
shocked to hear that he may
have misused public money.
Howard wants to build student
confidence back into a position
and an administration that may
have been tainted by the allega
tions against Brown. She wants
to “ sell students to administra
tion and sell administration to
students.’’ She plans to tap into
her lifelong philosophy to help
get student confidence back.
“ Throughout my life, I haven’t
accepted the words ‘I can’t.’ ‘I
don’t want to’ is acceptable, but
‘1 can’t’ isn’t acceptable,’’ she
said.
She paused a moment and
thoughtfully looked to her side,
picking her words carefully on
what she cautioned as a very
sensitive subject (Russ Brown).
“ I never worry about the train
that left yesterday. 1 cannot
concern myself about the train
that leaves tomorrow. The only
train 1 can deal with is the one
that leaves today.’’
As carefree and easy as the
philosophy sounds, applying it
may be tougher, and she knows
it.
“ They (students) won’t all like
me, but you can’t expect that
they will,’’ she said. Still, her
confidence in students’ abilities
to understand problems that rise
in the administration remains
unswerving.
“ Students are very flexible for
the most part. I won’t even say
for the most part because youth
is ongoing, growing,’’ she said.
“ I just believe in students.’’
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tle Joe, except she has three
children of her own.
She pulls a chair out from
behind her desk over to the side
and smiles. Howard isn’t the
type of person to hold desktop
conversations. In fact she’d pro
bably talk with someone as if she
had nothing else to do, even if
she was swamped.
“ It’s really a team approach,’’
she said. “ 1 see all administra
tion as being teamwork. I guess I
like to look at myself as more of
a facilitator who gets the job
done.’’
In this case it’s two jobs — two
jobs that put her in what she
feels is a peculiar position. Aj
associate dean under Brown,
Howard had to bring up recom
mendations on a lot of subjects
which the dean carried out. Now
she makes the recommendations
and carries them out. Yet, she
has no desire to apply for the
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House nixes
Kings
development
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House on Tuesday approved
compromise legislation to bar
development along the first 81
miles of the Kings River, the
California waterway known for
its spectacular canyon and boun
tiful trout.
The bill, sent to the Senate on
a voice vote, would make the
stretch part of the nation’s wild
and scenic river system and
create a special 48,000-acre na
tional forest management zone
where new logging and mining
activities would be prohibited.
“ This is California’s jewel, the
highest and the best,’’ Rep. Don
Edwards (D-Calif.) said in sup
port of the plan worked out by
Reps. Richard Lehman (D-Calif.)
and Charles Pashayan (R-Calif.).
“ This is good for all future
generations of Americans who
will be able to experience the
splendor of the river,’’ said
Lehman,
In his original proposal,
Lehman called for protection of a
92-mile stretch of the river,
which has carved out the 8,000foot deep Kings Canyon on its
plunge from the western slope of
the Sierra Nevadas to the San
Joaquin Valley.
H is
c o m p ro m ise
w ith
Pashayan would drop wild-andscenic status for 11 miles that
are considered vital for a dam
that valley farmers say is neces
sary to capture irrigation water
now provided by diminishing
groundwater stocks.
Lehman and his allies say the
dam would be uneconomical and
would destroy the canyon’s sce
nic splendor. Under the bill, the
11 miles would be protected until
Congress specifically approved
the dam at Rodgers Crossing.

thursday

calendar
Wednesday

•The Cal Poly School of
Engineering will sponsor a free
lecture by Mihran S. Agbabian
Thursday at 11 a.m. in Room B-5
of the Science Building. Agba
bian is chairman of USC’s civil
engineering department and a
former president of the Earth
quake Engineering Research In
stitute. His topic is “ Structures
and Earthquake Safety.’’
•The Cal Poly School of Ar
chitecture and Environmental
Design will sponsor a pres
entation by UC Berkeley pro
fessor Richard Meier, entitled
“ Adaptable Architecture — A
Systems Approach to Develop
ing Housing,’’ at 8 p.m. Thurs
day in Room 286 of the Fisher
Science Building.
•The
Learning
Assistance
Center is holding a test prepara
tion workshop Thursday at 10
a.m. in Room 102 of Chase Hall.
Admission is free •
Contributions fo r Calendar
must be -eceived by noon two
days prior to the event.
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•William Little, Cal Poly
foreign language professor, will
discuss “ Latin American Uni
ty?’’ tonight at 7 in Room E-28
of the Science Building. The
L a tin
A m e ric a n
S tu d e n t
Association is sponsoring the
speech.
•The Cal Poly Peace Corps
Liaison Office is hosting several
slide show presentations this
week by returning Corps volun
teers. On to night at 7 in Room
222 of the Agriculture Building,
Bennie Hannah will present
“ Peace Corps Forestry Programs
in Nepal.’’ On Thursday, Robert
Bettaso will discuss “ Peace
Corps Freshwater Fisheries/
Aquaculture in Zaire’’ at 7 p.m.
in Room 227 of the Agriculture
Building.
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5r/ Lanka death toll near 300

C ar bom b kills at least 150
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP) — A car bomb at rush hour created
an inferno at the main bus terminal Tuesday that officials said killed
up to 150 people, bringing the death toll from terrorism in five days
to nearly 300.
Many of the victims burned to death or were killed by smoke in
halation in six parked buses that were engulfed in flames, police and
witnesses said.
The bombing was the third attack since Friday on this island
south of India, where Tamil insurgents have waged a four-year war
against the majority Sinhalese for an independent nation. Tamils
killed at least 142 people in Sri Lanka Friday and Monday.
Witnesses said many of the injured at the bus terminal had severe
burns. Rescue work was hampered by heavy rain. Police took over
private cars, buses and trucks to carry take victims to hospitals.
No one claimed responsibility for the bomb, but the government
issued a statement blaming two Tamil separatist groups, the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam and the Eelam Revolutionary
Organization of Students.

DINNER SPECIAL

E S D A Y

SALE!

^ E S g
2 ITEMS ON A 16” PIZZA
&

Buy ANy FCMDT-LONG SANDWICH
AND G ET A NO THER ONE OF
COMPARABLE VA LUE FOR ONLy 994
Hours coupon valid; 6-9 p.m.

2 FREE COKES
M s r f t t e o tiiv iK Y

Offer 300d at the follcwins location:

FOR THE PRICE OF A

Foothill Plaza
793 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
543-3399

1 1TEM 16”PIZZA
$7.95

541-4090
FR I& S A T 11am -2am

SU N -TH U R S 1 1 a m -la m

sS U B IÜ ^ V ^
S a n d w ic h e s & S a la d s

DESIGN
From page 1

“ People just didn’t seem inter
ested,’’ McMurtry said. “ The
very first thing we decided was
to send people back up to the
canyon.’’
With “ Rise Above’’ as its
theme. Design Village will pres
ent 40 to 50 portable structures
built by students from communi
ty c o lle g e s and co lleg e s
throughout California. The stu
dents will live in the structures
for two to three days.
“ Each group of students has
picked a subject, such as the
homeless or the decay of cities,
and have come up with a solution
embodied in their structure,’’
McMurtry said.
The conference will also include
a speech on adaptable architec
ture by environmental designer
and futurist Richard Meier.
Saturday, a demonstration will
be held by a Japanese wood
worker and a blacksmith in Poly
Canyon’s geodesic dome.
Although Design Village will
not be a strict competition,
awards will be given for suc
cessful designs and the best an
swer to a problem.
The event is organized by stu
dents in the Design Village
Group of the School of Architec
ture and Environmental Design.

WcVc Got More Taste.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
\0

SANDS
l i q

u o r C

S

i d e l i

ntroducing incredible
deli sandwiches (heavy on
the meat) and low low beer
and liquor prices at a CAL Í
convenient location.

I

V

P O L Y ') | \

M O N TFP FYP T

• :L

- 1

OPEN 7 :3 0 a m -l 1pm
7 DAYS A WEEK
1930-A MONTEREY ST., SLO 5 4 9 -8101
By Wm Randolph’s and In front of Sands Motel

V U I)

b u y th e

4-LUNCH PLAN
ye'

$¡00 OFF

A a'

iV

10O0AM-4:00PM

4 d if f e r e n t io c a tio r^ s
^
546-1175 or p u f c h a s e a t U .U . c a s h i e r

Anv delicious sandwich

SANDS

(Just $2.50 with this coupon)

“ You ’vegot to try ’em to believe
how good they are!’’
EXPIRES MAY 20, 1987
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Conflict results in resignation

D irector quits P ark Service

Group wants biotechnology minor
departments and let faculty and
students know what’s going on
in biotechnology,” Montecalvo
said.
Scheduled to begin after Poly
Royal, Montecalvo stressed the
importance the symposium will
play in generating interest,
hopefully leading to added
courses and a biotechnology
minor.
“ We have to m aintain
biotechnology courses so that we
will not be left behind by other
universities, making our stu
dents the eventual losers,”
Montecalvo said. “ It would seem
natural for schools to look to
biotechnology as enhancing agri
cultural productivity. To not br
ing any biotechnology references
to agriculture would almost be a
crime.”
In addition to the symposium.
Montecalvo said the committee
is working on establishing
courses that could be added to a
biotechnology minor proposed by
the School of Engineering and
the School of Science and
Mathematics.
“ The School of Agriculture
would like to add one or two
500-level courses that would deal
with
the
a p p lica tio n s
of

By Anna Cekola
staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The National Park Service’s western
regional director says he decided to quit because he believed Interior
Secretary Donald P. Model would force him out otherwise.
“ 1 could have stayed and fought this out, but I’ve seen Model
operate,” said Moward Chapman, who opposed Model’s approval of
tourist flights through Grand Canyon National Park and other
policies encouraging heavier use of national parks.
“ It’s more appropriate to go out when I could pick the time,” said
Chapman, whose resignation, offered Monday, takes effect May 2.
Model declined comment Tuesday, his office said.
Stanley T. Albright will replace Chapman and is expected to report
to the western region’s San Francisco headquarters in mid-June,
regional spokesman Michael Feinstein said Tuesday.
Albright has been associate director for operations at the service’s
Washington headquarters since 1980.
Chapman, 61, spent 40 years as a ranger, park manager and
regional director. Me has long been at odds with Model, who he con
tends has emphasized increased public use of the nation’s parks,
rather than protection of their environment.

While many major universities
hav e
a lre a d y
d e v e lo p e d
biotechnology programs, the
School of Agriculture
has
established a committee to help
apply this new science in Cal Po
ly classrooms.
Joe Montecalvo, chairman for
th e
y e a r-o ld
S ch o o l
of
Agriculture biotechnology com
mittee, said the group is working
on a symposium with speakers
from different majors. The sym
posium will also serve to measure
faculty interest
in specific
biotech areas.
“ This schoolwide symposium
will foster much cross-pollination
between faculty in different

AT
RESTAURANT 1
Presents San Luis Obispo's
First All-Comedy Showroom

THIS WEEK: GREAT s c o n
THE MAGICIAN
THURSDAY 4/23: One show a t 9pm, Tickets $6 at the door. Vs price dis
count with your Cal Poly ID, Complimentary tickets for our dining
patrons.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 4/24,4/25: Two shows 8 & 10pm, Tickets S7 at the
^ o o r, $2 with dinner.

21 and over only all shows

biotechnology in agricultural
areas,” Montecalvo said. “ This
would be an important part of
the minor because most applica
tions dovyn the road will happen
in agricultural areas.”
Montecalvo added the minor
would be important so that stu
dents wouldn’t be provided with
a shortsighted education.
“ It is very important that the
university has a plan and tries to
d e v e lo p
new
c o u r s e s ,’ ’
Montecalvo said.
Made up of nine agriculture
faculty members and a liaison
member from a science depart
ment, Montecalvo said within the
committee there is great interest
and . a strong emphasis on bring
ing the different departments
together to strive toward a
common goal.
The committee will be in
vestigating study opportunities,
faculty development and assess
ing the adequacy of agricultural
facilities and equipment.
“ There is a very positive and
substantial interest and with
tim e,
program s could be
developed to make our institution even better,” Montecalvo
said.

MUSTANG DAILY

M a k e your reservations now:

543-3333

A special kind o f journalism

1850 M onterey St., SLO

61
BROAD
s

■ > o o o o o < »o o «> f

r K I- f: t '

Furnished or Unfurnished
2 Bedroom apartments.
9 month lease Sept. 15-June 15
■Summer Rentals Available
REDUCED RATES
-Free Utilities
• Heated Pool
• Weight Room
• Tennis Court
• Basketball Court
A d v a n c e d free-form a n d

Preference given to those who apply in groups

C h em ical expert, perm , coloring.

For Information Call 543-1450

THE GRATEFUL HEAD
L

O

1435 MONTEREY STREET NEAR CALIFORNIA. SAN LUIS OBISPO

Recreation /T.V. Room
Private Study Room
Free Parking
Laundry Facility

APPLICA TIONS N O W BEING A CCEPTED

precision cutting by Shannon.

A

-

N

(805) 543-2755

After 7:00 pm

544-2176
544-4718
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Poly lets poor defense and baserunning cost it game
By Marty Neideffer
Staff Writer

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Daily

I

Cal Poly shortstop Dave Poirier gets the out on the front end of a double play Tuesday.

If there is such a thing as play
ing two games in one, the Cal Po
ly baseball team did it Tuesday.
In the first five innings the
Mustangs did everything right —
played good defense, got good
pitching and jumped out to a
five-run lead. In the last four inn
ings they played sloppy defense,
made a crucial baserunning
mistake and gave up 10 runs.
The result was a 10-5 loss to Cal
Poly Pomona.
So what turned things around
for the Mustangs? Well, it
started in the sixth inning.
Mustang starting pitcher Jeff
Sutter was cruising along with a
three-hit shutout when Pomona
third baseman Tom Lorenz got
aboard with a single. Sutter got
the next two hitters to strike out
and pop up, then gave up a twoout single to right fielder Keith
Barrett.
The next hitter for the Bron
co’s was second baseman Dave
Hajek who put a Sutter fastball
on a line over the left field wall.
“ That home run may have
changed the momentum of the
game,” admitted Sutter, “ but it
didn’t change the way I pitched.
I was still trying to get ahead of
the hitters.”
D espite the hom er, the
Mustangs still held 5-3 lead after
adding a run in their half of the
sixth. They carried that lead into
the eighth inning and then pro
ceeded to fall apart.
With one out, Pomona first
baseman Tom Weeks singled,
and scored when Barrett follow
ed with a double. Hajek then
singled, moving Barrett to third.
Here’s where the Mustangs
decided to take a nap on defense.
The next hitter, Jim Stowell,
hit a lazy fly ball to Mustang left
fielder Willie Clemens who ap
peared to have the tagging Bar
rett nailed at the plate. Unfortu
nately catcher John Orton drop
ped the throw and the man
scored. Also in the inning
Mustang right fielder Rich
See BASEBALL, page 14

Mustangs headed fo r Ojai tourney

Tennis team falls to Bakersfield
By Jim Hawkins
staff Writer

The women’s tennis team
finished off a “ growing year”
Monday as it dropped its last
dual match of the season to a
powerful Cal State Bakersfield
team, 6-3.
The loss gives the team a 4-8
season record, 9-13 overall, and
places the Mustangs in fifth in
the conference behind fourthplace Cal State Los Angeles,
third-place Cal State Northridge,
s e c o n d -p la c e
C al
S ta te
Bakersfield and this year’s
champion. Cal Poly Pomona.
“ We didn’t concentrate that
well today, but we played hard,”
said assistant coach Michelle
Archuleta. “ It’s a disappointing
loss, but it’s been a long season.”
The Mustangs won two of the
six singles matches. «Wendy

Elliot, the No. 1 player for Cal
Poly, defeated her opponent in
three sets, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1, while
CiCi Barbe turned in the most
impressive performance of the
day,
whipping
Bakersfield’s
Jennifer Youngren in straight
sets, 6-1,6-3.
Elliot then teamed up with No.
4 singles player Amy Lansford to
capture the Mustangs’ only dou
bles win, defeating Bakersfield’s
No. 1 team 7-5, 7-5.
According to Archuleta, Elliot
(13-5) should be invited to na
tional« as a singles player and
with Lansford in doubles.
“ Wendy should finish in the
top 10 this year,” she said.
Despite a record that appears
very average, the Cal Poly
coaches believe it was a very
good year for the Mustangs.

“ We’ve come a long way this
season,” said Archuleta. “ We’ve
learned to be competitive. Next
year we will be a competitive,
winning team.”
Cal Poly will not lose only a
single player for next season and
have signed three nationallyranked high school players from
northern California in Vicki
Canter and twins Traci and
Debbie Montano.
The Mustangs will be going to
the four-day Ojai Tournament on
Thursday.
The
tournament,
which is the largest and longest
running in the world, will feature
many Division I teams. The
number of competitors is ex
pected to number 1,500.
The Cal Poly men’s team,
which is ranked fifth in Division
11, is also scheduled to compete.

Pro volleyball match
to be played at Poly
By Elmer Ramos
Asst. Managing Editor

Kelly Strand and Carol
Tschasar, two vital cogs on the
Cal Poly volleyball team that
was ranked No. 1 in the nation
for much of 1985, will return to
the Main Gym Friday, this time
as professionals.
Strand, an outside hitter for
the San Francisco/San Jose
Golddiggers, and Tschasar, a
middle blocker for the Los
Angeles Stariites, will be on op
posite sides of the net when
their teams make a special ap
pearance in San Luis Obispo.
The Major League Volleyball
match will begin at 7:30 p.m.
The last time Strand and
Tschasar were on the Main Gym

floor together was November
1985, when the Lady Mustangs
were knocked out of the NCAA
Tournament by an upstart San
Jose State squad. Strand grad
uated soon afterward, while
Tschasar was the team leader
last season.
'
“ After that last game, I
thought I’d never play in SLO
again except for maybe mixed
doubles when I was 40,” Strand
said. “ For Carol and I, going
back to Poly is special.”
Les Patrick, the Stariites’
general manager, said Strand
and Tschasar’s connection to
Cal Poly had much to do with
the decision to play a match in
San Luis Obispo.
See VOLLEYBALL, page 14
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VO LLEYBALL

From page 13
Shepperd overthrew a cutoff
man, allowing the winning run to
move to third and later score on
a single.
M u sta n g
co ach
S teve
McFarland was very upset about
the mental mistake.
“ Shepperd’s throw really hurt
us. It moved the winning run in
to scoring position, and he even
tually scored. We can’t afford to
make those kind of mistakes.
That baserunning mistake really
killed us too,” said McFarland.
The baseru n n in g m istake
McFarland referred to occured in
the the eighth inning when
Clemens stroked a double into
right center field with Jeff Smith
on second base. Smith held to see
if the ball would be caught, then
broke for third and suddenly
stopped. By that time Clemens
was already rounding second
base and was thrown out.
That run may not have made a
difference anyway, as the Bron
cos exploded for four more runs
in their half of the ninth to bury
the Mustangs.
The same two teams take the
field again today at 1 p.m. for a
single game.

From page 13
‘‘We thought we could get a
big crowd up there because of
Tschasar and Strand,” he said.
‘‘San Luis Obispo is a volleyball
hotbed and (Cal Poly) has a good
women’s program.”
Friday’s contest officially is a
home match for the Starlites,
who usually play at Long Beach
State. But falling attendance
figures and trouble dealing with
the Long Beach State athletic
department prompted Patrick to
search for alternative sites.
Major
League
Volleyball,
which kicked off its inaugural
season earlier this year, has
teams in six cities. Along with
Los Angeles and San Francisco/San Jose, there are fran
chises in New York, Dallas,
Minneapolis and Chicago.
B.B. Blanton, the Starlites’
public relations consultant, said
the league is playing some games
in other cities to raise interest
and test possible sites for expan
sion teams.
Cal Poly volleyball coach Mike
Wilton said he has heard some
talk of a possible franchise in San
Luis Obispo. W ilton’s Lady
Mustangs draw close to 2,000
fans per game, while the Starlites

MIMMI
PfUCiOl OWNIRS
ClUR OF AMfRKA

0 -^

«

544-9340
GASOLINE . O.E8EL

SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE
SERVICE A REPAIR ON
8 A.M. - 5 r.M.
MON. • FAI.

VOLKSWAGEN - PORSCHE - AU D I - B M W
PEUGEOT - CITROEN
2899 McMiHon Rood, Son Luis Obispo

have been averaging 800 per
match.
‘‘I’d love to see a franchise in
SLO,” he said. ‘‘I think this is a
volleyball town.”
Wilton said some people have
called Cal Poly fans the ‘‘Duke
fans of volleyball,” comparing
them to the boisterous but witty
basketball crowds at Duke Uni
versity.
‘‘Our crowd has quite a repu
tation,” he said. ‘‘(League of
ficials) know we have a know
ledgeable volleyball following
here. It’s the noise that blows
everyone away.
‘‘Mainly, I am concerned about
K elly S tra n d
an d C a ro l
Tschasar,” he said. ‘‘This is a
great homecoming for them. I
would think the two of them are
very excited.”
Although the match will be a
reunion for several former and
current Lady Mustangs, Strand
said her first priority will be to
win the game.
‘‘My first thought is, ‘Let’s
beat LA,’ ” she said. ‘‘The reu
nion is an afterthought. But after
the game, win or lose, we’ll all go
out afterward.”
Tschasar was the seventhround pick of the league-leading
Starlites, while Strand joined the
second-place Golddiggers as a
free agent. Ellen Bugalski,
another member of the 1985
team, and Sandy Aughinbaugh,
who played for Cal Poly in the
early 1980s, play for the New
York Liberties.
Tschasar’s teammates include
Olympians Debbie Green, Rita
Crockett and Jeanne Beauprey.
Olympian Laurie Flachmier plays
for the Golddiggers.

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustflng Dflily

Former Cal Poly player Carol Tschasar will be back in the Main Gym Friday
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Staff Wlter

Sigma Kappa Sorority will
represent Cal Poly in the 11th
annual Inter-Sorority Volleyball
Tournament this weekend at
Zuma Beach. Sigma Kappa is the
first sorority from Cal Poly to
enter the statewide event.
‘‘We’ve never gone before
because the tournament has
always been held on Poly Royal
weekend,” said Kathy Gomes,
one of the team’s co-captains.
‘‘But this year we got commit
ments from everybody and we’re
ready and looking forward to the
competition,” she said.
More than 150 teams from
throughout the state will com
pete in the two-day event. Al
though Sigma Kappa has never
before entered a competition like
this, co-captain Diana Bacinski is
convinced the team will do well.
‘‘We have a strong base of
players,” she said. ‘‘Most of us
have been playing together for
the last two years and we really
play well together.”
Sigma Kappa finished second
in Panhellenic play this season,
See SORORITY, page 15
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S O R O R ITY
From page 14
and the women are working hard
to do better on Saturday.
“ The girls have been practicing
twice a week for the ISVT,” said
coach Chad Wohlford, “ and
they’ve been playing in the sand
so they’ll be used to it when we
get there. But no matter how
well they do, 1 know they’ll have
fun.’’
For the past 10 years the ISVT
has been held at East Beach in
Santa Barbara, but it had to be
moved after city officials decided
the crowds drawn to the beach
were too disruptive. This year
the tournament will be more
serious than the others, said
Bacinski, because no alcohol will
be permitted on the beach.

T rack team s to host annual Poly Royal Invitational
The Cal Poly track teams will
host the annual Poly Royal In
vitational this weekend, with
between 15 and 20 teams
scheduled to compete.
Among the top teams coming
to San Luis Obispo for the
two-day meet are Stanford, UC
Santa Barbara, Fresno State
and Army.
While the Mustangs will host
the meet, they will also send
some runners to Mt. Sac Relays
in Walnut.
Women’s coach Lance Harter
will send nine of his top distance
runners and shot put/discus

thrower Celeste Paquette to the stadium record of 221 feet.
Mt. Sac meet, while men’s coach
Tom Henderson may only send
distance runner Brent Griffiths
The Cal Poly crew will split
and hurdler Dave Johnson.
forces
this weekend, sending
One of the most competitive
areas for the women this some competitors to the Red
weekend will be the hurdle wood Sprints in Redwood City
events, which will feature some and some to the Oxnard
strong outside competition as Women’s Invitational.
On Sunday, the split squads
well as Poly hurdlers Sharon
Hanson, Laurie Hagan and Cece will return to San Luis Obispo
for a demonstration at Laguna
Chandler.
The strongest of the men’s Lake.
events may be the hammer
throw where three competitors
have lifetime bests over the

M
ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE
TO PARTY ROYAL
THURSDAY APRIL 23 9pm to 1:30am
At the SLO VETS HALL 3.50 adm
2 LIVE BANDS
Secret Service and Yellow Pages
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Siy 96 FM and Coors
ATTENTION SAILORS
THE SAILING CLUB WANTS YOU MTG.
WED 4/22 8PM SCI E45 GUEST SPKRPOLY ROYAL INFO
NEED COACH FOR WOMENS
SOCCORTEAM in fall-Please
contact Kathy 543-7646.
**NEW MECHANICAL ENGR LOGO'
Only $1.50 at ASME‘s Poly Royal
Booth in front of Engr. Bldg. 13.
Also selling shirts, pencils,
soda, and popcorn!
PIZZAFEED-W ed., 4-22, 7:00pm at
Woodstock’s. For WOMEN IN BUSINESS,
new members welcome!! Gen. mtg.
Thurs., ARCH 100,11:00

WATERSKIERS^“
Get ready to go!!!!
Mtg tonight SciNo202 at 7:30
WOMEN IN BUSINESS
Meeting Thursday, ARCH 100 at 11:00

ASI FILMS&GM PRESENT

MONTY PYTHON’S
The Meaning of Life
WED 7&9 IN CHUMASH FOR $1
NEED WE SAY MORE
AUTOGRAPH SIGNING
MAY 6TH -3 TO 4PM - EL CORRAL
YOUR INVITED TO MEET
OCT AVIA BUTLER
ACCLAIMED SCI FI NOVELEST-HUGO
& NEBULA AWARD WINNER-WITH HER
NEW NOVEL “DAWN" PUB BY WARNER
BOOKS-AVAILABLE FOR SIGNING &
PURCHASE AT A SPECIAL 20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE-SEE YOU THERE

Out Studying Late??
USE THE IFC ESCORT SERVICE
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 8-12PM
LOCATED AT HE UU AND LIBRARY

s w m m ib H
FROZEN YOGURT BETWEEN 2 COWBOY
COOKIES! GET YOURS AT POLY ROYAL
YUMMY
TEST PREPARATION THURSDAY APRIL
23RD 10-12NOON CHASE HALL ROOM
102 546-1256

BEACH,SWIM OR ACTIVE WEAR! FOR
1987 WE’VE GOT THE MOST OF THE
BEST THATS JUST THE WAY IT IS.
THE SEA BARN AVILA B E A C H . _____
BIKINI GIVE AWAY! DRAWING THIS
SUNDAY. REGISTER AT THE SEA BARN
IN AVILA BEACH. NO PURCHASE REQ.

’’C -T H IN G “

ARE YOU
ROYAL???

EXCITED

ABOUT

•HAPPY BIRTHDAY-

Ninth Priority

A FRIEND

THIS FRIDAY NITE 9 PM
AT CLUB 781 781 Higuera
I.D. required
Celebrate Poly Royal with us

Happy Birthday JOSE GARCIA!!
May God bless you
a lifetime of Happiness...
Forever yours, J.C.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TOPHER
With Love
a friend XOXO
Heathciiff: Creative, romantic, intrigued!
W/Bsoon!!!
JEFFREY
SIX GLORIOUS MONTHS!!!
THANKS "For Every Day, Love You J
THE GOD MAKERS FILM IS NOW
AVAILABLE ON VIDEO TAPE. THIS IS
THE STORY OF THE MORMON QUEST
FOR GODHOOD. IF YOU ARE INTER
ESTED IN SEEING THIS MOVIE IN YOUR
HOME PHONE 544-7620
TO MY BIG BROTHER KYLE,
C O N G R A TU LA TIO N S
ON
BEING
ELECTED INTO THE STUDENT SENATE
OF THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. OH
YEAH!
YOUR LITTLE-BRO JOE
Volley Shorts-Trunks-T-Shirts-Tanks!
BIG DOG,GOTCHA,MAUI,TOWN&COUNT
RY, BI LLABONG,CLASSIC
BEACH,LOCAL
MOTION,MANGO,SPORTIF,BAD DOG
CATCH-IT! Its a good group, at the
Sea Barn, Avila Beach. Drawing Every
Sunday!

Club Royal
DANCE
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PROD.
SAT APRIL 25
10PM
Chumash Auditorium
$3general $2greeks
GAMMA PHI BETA PI’S
get ready to be inspired
it will be worth the wait!
LOVE YOUR SISTERS

GOOD LUCK
SIGMA KAPPA

VOLLEYBALL TEAM
FIRST SORORITY FROM CAL POLY
EVER TO GO TO ISVT. WATCH OUT
MALIBU!!
KAPPA DELTA-OUR SIS SOROITY!
LETS GET TOGETHER SOON
LOVE GAMMA PHI BETA

PARTY
WITH OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY
THURS. APRIL 23
9PM UNTIL?
AT THE BASSI HOUSE
101 to San Luis Bay Dr./Avila Rd.
Immediate rt. onto Ontario Rd.

POLY

THE COMEDY SHOPPE III
COMEDIANS-LIVE FROM HOLLYWOOD
FRIDAY APRIL 24 7:00 &9:30pm
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $4.50 STUDENTS
$5.00 General Public $.50 more
at the DOOR Presented by ASi
Speakers Forum.

Did you iose your sungiasses?
You probabiy left them on the counter, at
the Mustang Daily.
LOST -HP-18C-Calculator. Last seen in
UU on Tues. 4-14 REWARD- Piease cail
544-0684
LOST: TWO TURQUOISE RINGS DURING
WINTER QUARTER VERY SENTIMEN
TAL! REWARD! CALL CARRIE 544-0552

ustang

■ Events slated for Poly Royal
include a gymnastics exhibition
on Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
Main Gym, a football scrim
mage at Mustang Stadium on
Saturday at 11 a.m., a soccer
exhibition in the stadium at 7:30
p.m. Saturday and rodeos in
Collet Arena on Saturday at 7
p.m. and Sunday at 2 and 6 p.m.
The baseball team will be at
home on Friday at 8 p.m. and
S aturday at noon for a
doubleheader and the softball
team on Saturday and Sunday,
with both doubleheaders star
ting at noon.

D a b .y

WANTED
Dedicated Mustang Dally Delivery Person
Neither rain nor wind nor classes can
keep you from being available to deliver
Mustang Dally to stands each morning of
publication. MUST HAVE A CAR! Job
starts May 11th Contact Peggy Yeyna at
Mustang Daily 546-1143.

BABY GRAND PIANO-5’2’’ YAMAHA
BLACK SATIN EBONY -3 1/2 YRS OLD
EXLNT COND. TRANSFER WARRANTY
ASKING PRICE $3200 CALL AFTER 6PM
408-438-1199
COMPLETE MACINTOSH SYSTEM
512K Enhanced, external drive,
Imagewriter & software $1250
CALL 541-3869 or come to 21-249
Darkroom equipment pri pty must sell
528-1022 Charlie

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

APT FOR LEASE 6-16-87 to 6-15-88 2
bedrm , furn for 4, near Poly,
water,cable,garb pd. $600/mo for a year
lease; $660/mo for 10 mo. lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385.
Looking for 1-4 bdrm hse/condo string
FALL qtr- up to $270/mo per rm-prefer
close to Poly, Lag LK OK-LEANN 5435438
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE.$187.50/MO.plus
UTIL. AVAIL NOW! CALL DON DAYS
544-1917. AFTER 6 541-0835.
2 Bdrm Condo avail for Poly Royal or long
term rent $600 mo. Dan 213-474-7638

CASIO MT-68 Electronic Musical In
strument. Keyboard, rhythm machine,...
“tHE wOrkS"...CLEANI Kurt" 544-7374.

HONDA EXPRESS SCOOTER FOR SALE
RUNS GREAT! $180 obo 543-7463
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 29lbs
IN 30 DAYS. QUARm NTEED! 481-1128

2 SPACES AVAIL. IN NEW CONDO
at WOODBRIDGE MONTH-TO-MONTH
LEASE WASHER/DRYER DISWASHER
GARAGE SUN DECK FIREPLACE 5-MIN
DRIVE TO POLY M/F BIG ROOMS
VAULTED CEILINGS NO TRAINS, NO
MANAGERS,NO R.A.’s! CALL GINA at
541-3907 (keep trying

HONDA CB 200 GREAT SHAPE! !
MUST SELL $275 OBO 544-0968

1981 D-50 PICKUP EXC. COND
SUNROOF $2500 STEREO 544-8572

Zippers Repiaced $6.00, hems $3. and up,
Helen’s Alterations Phone 544-0858.

81 FIAT CONVERTIBLE,low miles,AM/
FMcass. 5spd, leather int. Great cond!
J im
5 46 - 3 7 9 4

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn collect, 466-1484 eves.

F needed to share appt with IF and 2M.
Close to Poly. Summ 1987 and next
school year. $182/mth. BBQ, Laundry,
CALL NOW! Kathy 544-1451

For typing you can trust, call
susie at 528-7805. Thanks!

Fm, own rm,furn,pool,near poly, rent neg
541-0975

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591
TYPING $1.50 PAGE TYPICAL 541-4761
OR 544-2943 EXT 232 PEGGY.

GET A TAN! Fern rmmt needed ASAP! 3
bdrm 2bath HOUSE! POOL Jacuzzi, Ten
nis Ct wt rm,Sauna, D/W W/D Micro, F/P
Non Smoker CALL TODAY! Operators
Standing by 5468820 $200

TYPING WORD PROCESSING: TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.
544-0528 EVES

MALE RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE BDRM
FOR SPRING QTR FIRST $175/MO
TAKES IT CALL BRUCE 1-964-9539
OWN RM Available now thru 1 RM in 4
Bdrm/2bath house!!
$225/mo on Slack St. cl 549-9615

IN 10TO12HRS/W KYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-5618

OWN RM TO RENT. HOUSE, W/D, HOT
TUB, CLOSE TO POLY. 541-1364

Lifeguard/CIty of Morro Bay has 3
lifeguard positions for 1987 Summer
Season pick up Application/City of M.B.
Personal 505 Harbor St. M.B. 772-1214
Closing date 5-15-87.

ROOM 4 RENT: FEM ONLY, 5MIN WLK
TO POLY.FREE RNT. 4 APRIL.NO DEP.
AVAIL. NOW!! LRG HOUSE W/EVERV
EXTRA. 260/MO UNFURN. 544-5750

Part-time telephone Position Available for
self-motivated individual. 10-15 hrs. 5439006

2For2M needed Fall 87. 2B condo Lg Lk
Compì furn.Gar.MIcro.Jacuz $190-200/mo
Call Chris at 544-2736

Are you looking for infor on SLO
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia,
County Properties for list. 544-5777.
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale in SLO, including con
dos near Poly,call STEVE NELSON, F/S
Inc 543-8370/leave mess.
Condos & Homes information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432

Read this!
Don’t let your parents leave Poly Royal
w/out seeing this great investment op
portunity. 4 bdrm house & addition
located across the st. from Poly. This
house Is student living at its best: Lg.
redwood deck w/ hottub & bar, land
scaped frontyard overlooking Cal Poly,
game room, washer/dryer, 3 fridges, ma
jority of furn. Stays inc. 5 beds, 2 sofas,
kitchen utensils & more. You must see to
appreciate! Assum loan & possible 2nd
avail. Easy positive cash flow! Open
House Fri thru Sun. 1497 Slack St. Call
Mike or Tom at 543-8877 w/ any ques
tions.
1 acre on way to Montano de Oro w/
Avocado orchid & newer 2000SQFT ranch
home & room for horse.35 mature trees
each w/ sprInkler.FP.shop.$265,000
Privacy’ s possible in this low
malntenance,3 bdrm,1 3/4bath home.Built
1983,w/ heated spa & patlo,FP,family
room,& den(could be 4th bdrm).Open
house Sunday 1-4pm 1540 La CIta, off
Johnson Ave $149,500
ADOBE REALTY
"Your Local Broker’’
543-2693 Eves. 543-2694
12X60 MOBILE HOME 2 BDRM 1 BA
lawn, carport, porch, redecorated quiet, ‘
close to Poly, pets ok. pool, spa, laundry
available asking 32,900 by owner 54^
0385
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Two arrested
in theft of
keg of beer
By Diane Zundel
staff Writer

Two Cal Poly students were
arrested Saturday on suspicion
of breaking into Public Safety to
retrieve a beer keg and tapper
campus police had confiscated
earlier that day, police officials
said.
Brian
Klingsheim, 24, a
mechanical engineering junior,
and Soren Archibald, 22, a junior
physics major, were charged with
burglary, conspiracy and posses
sion of stolen property, said uni
versity police officer Alan Blair.
Both are residents of Sierra
Madre Hall. They were booked
into county jail, with bail set at
$5,000 each.
Campus police were notified of
a beer keg party in Tower 4 of
Sierra Madre shortly after mid
n ig h t S a tu r d a y . O ffic e rs
responded and confiscated a beer
keg and tapper, which were lock
ed up in the Public Safety squad
room, said Blair.
At 7:30 Saturday morning,
Blair said, officers discovered
someone had broken into the
room through the window and
taken the keg and tapper.
“ We were aware that the pro
perty belonged to (a San Luis
Obispo liquor store.) So we con
tacted the employees and advis
ed them of the situation,” he ex
plained.
A liquor store employee called
Public Safety at 2 p.m. and said
the two suspects were there at
tempting to return the stolen
property to get their $50 deposit
back.
Officer Blair then went to the
store and arrested Archibald and
Klingsheim.
Blair added that fingerprints
found in the squad room revealed
“ another suspect is involved and
more arrests will be made.”
Police are still investigating the
case, he said.

BUDGET
From page 1

has made with clubs for the
event, a maximum of 40 percent
of the profits can be charged by
ASl for its services, and that will
be the price for next year.
ASl is requesting a $6,000

Higgins said last year’s criteria
for those who failed to appear for
their budget hearing was used,
which included halving the re
quest, provided the club earned
income. As the team meets this
requirement, it has until May 15

4 T n the short term, all we can do is
X tighten the belt or ask for fees’
—Andy Higgins
return on Poly Royal in 1988.
Changes resulting from the 80
percent base budget include the
following: funding for the Amer
ican Society of Mechanical
E n g in e e rs
(A SM E )
was
eliminated from the budget
because it was felt by the finance
committee that the club was
more of a “ departmental func
tion” than an ASl activity, said
Higgins. The rugby team, which
failed to appear before the fi
nance committee for its budget
hearing, will receive $545, half of
its requested 80 percent base
budget.

to appear before the finance
committee to dispute the deci
sion. If the club fails to appear
before that time, it will be cut
from the budget altogether.
The Cal Poly Children’s Center
will be requested to raise its fees
from $13 to $18 per day to help
defray continued increases in
program costs.
Also, the Student Relations
Board was dropped from the
budget. The board, designed to
promote ASl executive activi
ties, has been inactive for two
years, said Higgins. The board
was rather ineffective because it

was completely independent of
the executive staff. Of the $2,700
allocated to the board under the
current budget, only $1,000 re
mains, and it will be divided be
tween student officers and the
ASl information director.
Entertainment programming
will also suffer from the cuts, as
funding will go from its current
level of $30,000 to $24,000.
“ That means either less pro
gramming or poorer quality,”
said Higgins. The finance com
mittee will ask for another fee
increase in the fall or spring, he
said, but another failure will
translate into even more severe
cuts.
Higgins attributed the defeat
of the increase to the fact that

there was no fiscal impact
statement included on the ballot
itself, and this may have
prevented
voters
f r om
understanding what the defeat
would mean.
Although student positions in
areas such as the ASl Tutorial
Center were cut from the budget,
no salaried jobs were eliminated.
However, said Higgins, if the
next fee increase is rejected by
students, it could mean the loss
of jobs in addition to other con
sequences.
“ In the short term, all we can
do is tighten the belt or ask for
fees,” he said. “ We’ve made all
the cuts we can to program
areas. That’s the bottom line.”

A Look at Cal Polyps History
Agriculture

Livestock

The Land

Personalities

B w a a s ttu jc e ij

It’s Aggie Stompin’ Time
A Great Book...

TortiUa Flats

An illustrated history
of land acquisition
and development
for agricultural
education...$9.95
by John Stechman

BestrWestem Music Around

Read Sports Monday
— expanded coverage

W ednesday April 22 - 9pm
I

*DJ Chad Stevens

from KKAL
*Door Prizes
^Limousine Rides
Courtesy of:
Guess Who Limo Service
A $2.00 cover charge
will benefit
CAL POLY RODEO PROGRAM

^

of weekend athletics.

Valeneia

1051Nipomo
In the Creamery
544-7575

* •

Save 10%

A MUST for faculty, staff, students
and local historians with a sincere
interest in Cal Poly and its agriculture.

E IG sn o llS O B cx d lstD ie

Your own private bedroom in 3 bedroom townhouse
apartment...Furnished and unfurnished apartments
...Heated swimming pool...Reserved covered
parking available...Laundry facilites...
Aerobics room...rec/blllards room...weight room
with multi-station universal weights...rowing
machine...Stationary bikes...Conveniently
located...Near school, shopping, and bus lines

555Ramona Drive
SLO, CA 93401

NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS FOR FALL 87

543-1450

